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What’s New? 
 
In response to customer feedback, we regularly work on various bug fixes and performance 
improvements for our eDC web application. Below are the latest updates being released. 
 
 

General / Comms 
 
 Network Setup screen - fixed Reset button not working (EDC-91). 
 
 

Catalogue 
 
 Fixed an issue where two (or more) MMDs were downloaded with separate catalogues, 

and the same NPC was showing multiple times. 
 
 

eDC 
 
 Pasting Requisition Data now pastes in the correct order (EDC-98). 
 Fixed an issue where entering an invalid requisition point when in Only Show Req Points 

with Data Mode would remove that option (EDC-459). 
 Fixed an issue where adding a product from the Catalogue didn’t display the on-screen 

keyboard for inputting the quantity (EDC-460). 
 Fixed a screen refresh issue when removing the Stock Chk option when within a Manual 

replenishment type requisition point (EDC-914). 

 

eDC Gold 
 
 Fixed the Android Keyboard not disappearing on occasion after scanning barcodes 

(EDC-253). 
 Fixed an issue where after deleting an associated barcode, the old associated product 

would still be selected in the Planned Receipt order list in the initial receipt screen (EDC-
377). 

 Fixed crash when entering eDC Gold screens where there is no barcode association 
within the MMD (EDC-548). 

 Fixed issue in Pending Transactions causing data loss where there is no Expiry Date 
attribute defined on a product (EDC-996). 

 Fixed Sending Store getting stuck if deleting and reassigning the only barcode 
associated in the MMD (EDC-1107). 

 Fixed Planned Receipt bringing up incorrect Order rather than the one selected if 
barcode is scanned after order is selected (EDC-1043). 
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 Removed the ability to enter more than 1 for serial tracked items in all screens (EDC-
1059). 

 Removed the quantity buttons from all Gold screen when the product is defined as Serial 
tracked (EDC-1064). 

 MPC and GTIN in Preferences now only show if the Stock or Local Catalogue are 
downloaded (EDC-1108). 

 Fixed on-screen keyboard not being dismissed if selecting Home after entering a 
quantity within a Gold screen (EDC-1113). 

 Now able to Write Back serial tracked products if that serial number has zero-stock but 
has been in stock before (EDC-1191). 

 Now able to “Add New Item” a serial tracked product within Stock Check if that serial 
number has zero-stock but has been in stock before (EDC-1192). 

 Fixed an issue when scanning a barcode (GTIN) which is manually associated the 
software would bring up a product with that barcode from the Catalogue (EDC-1202). 

 
 
Should you have any further questions, please contact the NHS Supply Chain Helpdesk via 
email at cshelpdesk@supplychain.nhs.uk or telephone 0800 086 8670. 


